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Grand Valley 
State Colleges
Allendale, Michigan 
49401
Lubbers dispells rumors that GV is criminal haven
The a re a o f Ottawa County sur 
rounding the Grand Valley State ('.alleges 
Campus has shown a surprising rise in 
serious crime over the last year there  
are a number oj people who are con 
vtnced this is the result of GVSC bring 
mg onto campus ex-prison inmates ami 
felons, through various rehabilitation and 
student aui programs. These former 
criminals, some ‘barge, then use their 
criminal expertise in the surrounding 
municipalities. such as Allendale and 
Georgetown townships.
By Nelly Wagcruar
GVSC President Don Lubbers charac 
tcri/cd as rumor statements from the 
Grand Haven area that Grand Valley 
State Colleges harbors a goodly percen­
tage of hardened criminals.
Speaking at a recent Chamber of 
Commerce breakfast in Grand Haven, 
Lubbers wanted "to set the record 
straight" specifically on recent statements 
from this area that the college has 200 
felons presently enrolled.
How many cx-offcndcrs docs ihe 
GVSC have, he asked. "We have I 1 par­
olees, and those the college admitted on 
the recommendation of parole officers 
and only after careful screening by col­
lege officials," Lubbers stated.
He also reported that the college 
was involved in correspondence courses 
with about four to six persons in prisons.
Ottawa County Sheriff Bernard 
Gryscn, speaking on crime recently at
A
W i  have 11 p i r o l i e s ,  and those t h i  colfoge a d m it ­
ted oa the recommendation of parole officers after  
careful  screening by college off ic ia ls .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  President Lubbers
employers, from faculty to maintenance, 
he said
Hr concluded his remarks b\ thank 
mg the Grand Haven commumts tur its 
dollars, comments and support ami urged 
community leaders here to continue mak­
ing suggestions about the direction of 
cdin anon at GVSC.
GV President Don Lubbers
a Grand Haven Rotary luncheon, said 
that hr was not at all sympathetic to the 
state idea of enrolling some 200 felons at 
Grand Valley and other state colleges.
Officials at the college including 
Lubbers do not pinpoint the source of 
the rumors and say they have come from 
different places, mostly by word of 
mouth.
The GVSC public relations office 
did say, however, that a Holland man, 
in a letter to Sen. Gary Bykcr, said he'd 
read somewhere that 800 hard-core 
criminals were being released from the 
prisons to four state colleges. Bykcr has 
indicated to Grand Valley that he knows 
of no such program and requested that 
GVSC officials respond to the Holland 
man explaining in detail all college pro­
grams that could have been confused with 
existing rumors.
Lubbers, in an attempt to dispel in­
accuracies, lamented the fact that rumors 
about and on a college campus spread 
very quickly.
In any community of about 7.000 
people, there is always the possibility of 
crime, he said. Grime is common to any 
group of people
About pot smoking: " I x t ’s face it, 
you’ve got it in 
schools too "
Lubbers was introduced to an audi- 
cnee of about 50 at the Grand Kiver Inn 
by Paul Johnson, chairman of the Board 
of Control at Grand Valley.
(■rand Haven has many tics to the 
collcgc. Lubbers said. I he local commu­
nity has raised more money than any 
other area in West Michigan, lie noted 
that the college has grown from four to 
22 buildings and from a couple hundred 
to 6,500 students in its If-year history.
Lubbers reported that Ottawa (k»un- 
ty is the second largest supplier of stu­
dents to the college after Kent County. 
There arc now well over a thousand stu­
dents from this area. Also the Tri-Cities 
community here supplies the college 7 5
Fine Arts program offers cultural series
TJC w ill stag* 
SIN carnival
By Kllcn Globokar
Thomas Jefferson College’s SIN 
(Students in Need) program will hold a 
carnival-auction to raise money for the 
college's student emergency fund on 
May 15.
The auction will feature "personal 
services and creations." T JC  dean T . Dan 
Gilmore will donate a gourmet dinner and 
Dr. Gil Davis will hold a wine and cheese 
tasting party. Other donations include a 
WWI ROTC wool tunic and a three hour 
professional recording session in the Cam­
pus Center.
There will be booths set up for the 
carnival, and all campus organizations 
arc invited to use them. SIN hopes that 
they will donate ten or fifteen percent of 
their profit. They would also like more 
donations for the auction.
The SIN program has established "no 
interest" loans for TJC students It began 
last winter term when a committee was 
formed aftei a graduate student donated 
money for students with financial need. 
s iN ’s goal is to raise $1,000. So far 10 
students have borrowed from the fund.
Persons seeking information about 
the carnival-auction, or any TJC student 
needing emergency funds, may contact 
coordinator Mary Te Pastte at extension 
357, or at 532*7817.
The event will take place outside 
near the Student Center from 10 am to 
5 pm-
By John Kubczak
Members of the GVSC community as 
well as residents of the three counties sur­
rounding the Grand Valley campus will 
have an opportunity to expand personal 
cultural horizons next year.
Julian Hatton, GV fine arts program 
coordinator, announces that a "perform­
ing series of professional events ’ will he 
offered, beginning next September, to 
Grand Valley students, faculty, and area 
residents on an economical season ticket 
basis.
"Offering cultural events as a scries
Fine Arts Director Julien Hatton
is a new concept here at Grand Valley," 
Hatton said, “ which will allow us to 
complement the present program struc­
ture of single events."
High-quality, professional per­
formers are to be hooked for the series. 
Classical and ja// music, dance, theatre, 
and lectures arc under consideration, 
including possibly the Grand Rapids 
Symphony with professional soloists, 
as well as the DcVos Artists in Resi­
dence, also from Grand Rapids, although 
"talent can come from anywhere in the 
country."
The scries will consist of eight 
separate events, one per month through 
fall, winter and spring terms. A season 
ticket "will probably cost $8 for students 
and $10 for faculty and area residents."
Jeff Brown, programming assistant 
for campus activities, is working with 
Hatton on the cultural series and states, 
"The cultural scries will give people a 
big break on prices eight dollars for 
eight events is extremely inexpensive 
as well as a clear idea of exactly what is 
going on."
Spring haad count drop* by on*
By Doug Guthrie
The official Grand Valley bead count for Spring term reveals 
that the total student population has dropped from the Winter 
term enrollment by only one student.
The new figure of 6,570 students was released by the Re­
cords Office last week.
"The count was taken the tenth day of the term and does 
not show about 50 late registering students." said Chick Brcski of 
the Records Office.
“ Traditionally, Fall is the largest term with steady decreases 
in enrollment in the following terms.”
Last year, between Winter and Spring terms. Grand Valley’s 
enrollment dropped by 57 students. This term's figure indicates 
the continued growth of Grand Valley's student population.
StilU, the question of what happened to the one missing stu­
dent remains unanswered. When asked what had become of the 
student. Ms. Brest: quipped. “O h.. .!  gseas he*« « L U M
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E d i t o r i a l s
OUR BELATED  LOOK AT R O N A L D 'S  M C D O N A L D 'S
(Some of what follows is serious)
We've been stung! Eight members of our staff (and 
that's most of us) chewed on McDonald's hamburgers
on April 20, 1975.
On that rainy day, McDonald's celebrated birthday 
number 20. They sold 30 cent hamburgers for 15 cents. 
The people reacted. They moved, as if hypnotized, 
toward the golden arches (yes Virginia, we were there 
too).
And the lines! Oh, the lines! We waited. And 
waited.
For 15 cent hamburgers. A man on TV said they 
were a bargain and bargains are American and most of 
us were Americans so naturally.. .
Some of us spent less than a BUCK. Most of us.
spent more than a BUCK. Ronald s McDonald s made 
a bunch of BUCKS and that's American too.
So how did we know we had been stung?
We found out when a wiseman started asking ques­
tions. "When was the last time you people had a ham­
burger?" he said. "No, don't count Big Macs and leave 
those Quarter-pounders out too. When was the last 
time you even wanted a plain old hamburger, even a 
15 cent hamburger?" he continued.
We answered that we weren't sure. We hadn't 
really thought about it. The man on the TV  said they 
were a bargain. So we bought a few (some of us bought 
dozens).
Ronald's McDonald's offered a bargain and we ate 
it up.
We were stung.
X e t t e  r s
Editor,
On reading the Community Affairs 
Feature in last week’s lanthorn I was 
struck by the politicizing of an ordinary 
editorial question: (Did Black History 
Month deal with Black History?) by the 
writer of the Feature.
It confounds me why a question 
which was ostensibly put io the Black 
Student Coalition by an interested 
I ..inthorn readership should be treated 
as if it was impertinent, and that what 
was an expression of their interest in 
something - namely Black History 
Month-should be taken with bad 
intent.
From the response by Mr. Cleo 
Culp to the editorial one might infer 
that he is a malcontent or that the Com­
munity Affairs Feature (at least last 
week’s) is just so much more empty 
socio-political jargon or that there is 
no connection whatever between an event 
and its title.
Felix McCovcrn 
CAS
To the Editor,
For what its worth I believe that the 
faculty-discount privilege offered by the 
bookstore has had just enough weight at 
times to affect my personal "buy" deci­
sions for books. Ihc reduction of any 
barrier to faculty decisions to purchase 
books should be encouraged, since it 
contributes to the knowledge of those 
key people who do reach and teach large- 
numbers of students. Thus, students do 
benefit from the present discount policy.
Consider also that the outcome of 
present student pressure could well be 
to remove any and all possible benefits 
to both faculty and students. Even at 
best, I fail to see how spreading the 
available money so thinly to all could be 
as effective as seeing that it gets to the 
faculty.
The investment of a very small 
amount of money for faculty discounts 
by the college has been strategically very 
wise from another perspective. Were the 
amount of money involved divided up 
and added to our salaries, I doubt that we 
would have noticed it or used it so speci­
fically in the interests of the college 
community.
Ironically, faculty will still be able to 
g t discounts on many books which they 
might order-by writing personal letters 
to publishers. But, the clerical require­
ments for ordering would then be shifted 
to already overburdened departmental 
secretaries or to the faculty. So, again, 
while it might appear to be a good idea, 
neither the student or the faculty mem­
ber is really going to gain by doing away 
with the faculty discount. The money 
saved could well be forgotten and what 
we may be left with is more rancor and 
resentment which benefits no one.
Sincerely, 
Bob Collins 
Assistant Professor of Psychology
To the Editors of I .ant horn,
In regard to the article on Jean-Pierrc 
Debris by Tim Mengel in the March 13. 
1975 issue of lanthorn.
,orn
The l.anthorn is the weekly student 
publication of the Grand Valley State
Colleges. Editorials are the opinions of 
the writers on the paper’s staff and do 
not necessarily represent the official pol­
icies of the Colleges or the student body.
Editor-in-chief................................Rill Rohn
Assistant E d ito r .....................John Kubczak
Advertising Manager.......... Mary Jo Roys
Business Manager...................Tom Trainer
News Editor............................... Bill Pitsch
Sports Editor.............................Dan Bischoff
Promotions...........................Cathy Nolen
Typesetter........................* Marty Vondrak
Illustrator.......................Cynth.a Poholski
Photo Technician...................Bob Cohen
Staff Writer............................... Brad Figg
Advertising Assistant . . . .  Susan Greiner 
Features Fditor. Miry Jo Roys
! am the chairman of the Free Uni­
versity Committee of Taylor University. 
This committee is in charge of obtaining 
speakers and cultural events for the 
student body.
I am very interested in getting Debris 
to speak at Taylor University. I would 
appreciate any help you can give in ob­
taining Debris’s itinerary, schedule, any 
information on his fee or special prob­
lem s in .(■irhinn him  lr w o u ld  he vprv----  ... .............. e ................. - .
helpful if you could send information on 
how he was accepted at Grand Valley. 
If any of this information is not available 
to you, it would be greatly appreciated 
if you would pass this request to the 
proper channels.
I would like to compliment the edi­
tors of the Lanthorn on an excellent 
newspaper. It does a super job in cover­
ing a wide range of issues important to 
today.
If I can be of service to the Lanthorn 
or Grand Valley State College in my capa­
city as chairman of Free University, 
please feel free to contact me.
I would appreciate this information 
as soon as possible, as the deadline for 
my schedule is fast approaching. Thank 
you very much.
Sincerely, 
Gene Pashley 
Taylor University 
Wcngate Hall 
Upland, Indiana 46989
To the Editor:
We have just witnessed a record 
month of ripoffs t.» students, faculty and 
staff here at Grand Valley State Colleges. 
From March 1. 1975, to April ! , !97-1, 
wc have had 37 larcenies reported with a 
dollar value losv ot 56,700 ♦ . These rip- 
offs took place in the residence halls, 
apartments,_ parking lots and Ficldhouse 
locker rooms.
%c, the Campus Polite, would appre­
ciate your assistance. If you know of or 
have seen or heard of any person or per­
sons who may be ripping off the campus 
community, please let us know. You can 
call (extension 379 for Sgt. Wygant, ex­
tension 365 for Chief Cobb), come in and 
see us (325 Manitou), or just tell one of 
the Campus Police Officers as you see 
them on the campus.
In the meantime, it would be of help 
if you would list, identify and mark all 
of your personal equipment, keep your 
doors locked and not lend your keys. 
There is always the chance we may be 
able to slow this trend down-if we work 
together.
Purl Cobb
To the Editor,
Most people would rather not think 
about Nursing Homes, aging, dying. . . 
But most people will get old and some 
will go into Nursing Homes. . .and every­
one dies sometime.
For this reason, change comes slowly 
in Nursing Homes.
Chuck Waller and Sue Szacpanski 
from the State Nursing Home Ombuds­
man Program will be speaking to students 
and faculty Tuesday noon, May 6, in 
Conference Rooms D .E .F , of the Student 
Center about what is being done to make 
Nursing Homes more human places to 
live and to create social changes that will 
make it possible for older persons to re­
main with their families.
This event is being sponsored by the 
Department of Anthropology and Sociol­
ogy-
Everyone is welcome.
Ann Johnson, Ext. 462
To the Editor,
Someone I had usually considered to 
be a reliable source of information told 
me that there are goldfish ("hundreds of 
them-about 8 inches long!’’) in Zum- 
berge Pond. Exactly how valid is this 
statement?
Michelle Rickenhousen
(Editors note: Your friend is mistaken 
Those hundreds o f "eight-meters"are, in 
truth . members o f  C,VSC’s Zumberge 
school o f  earn )
4 ^ )
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The Second Front Page
Dean of planning resigns, accepts Iowa position
By Brad Figg
Dr. Harold Kolcnbrandcr, Dean of 
College Planning ar Grand Valley since 
1973, will leave his position here in Ju ly.
Kolenbrander joined the GV admini­
stration in 1971 as an assistant to the 
president. He has accepted appointment 
as dean of the college at Central College 
in Iowa.
President Lubbers expressed his ap­
preciation for the excellent job that 
Kelcnbrar.dcr has done in three years.
"My regret at losing a valued member 
of the Grand Valley staff is tempered by 
happiness over Dr. Kolcnbrandcr's re­
turning to liis Aiiiid mater to guiuc Cue 
academic program of that institution," 
said Lubbers.
Prior to his appointment at Grand 
Valley, Kolenbrander w.«' a visiting scien­
tist in biochemistry at Case Western Re­
serve University in 1969-70, and, during 
the years 1964-71, he gained assistant, 
associate, and full professor of chemistry
titles at Central College.
As Dean of College Planning, he has 
been instrumental in directing the growth 
of the colleges, in utilizing classroom 
space, and in creating a liasor. between 
the administration and the all-college 
senate.
" I want to get more actively involved 
in academic affairs," he said, stating his 
reason for departing the Allendale 
campus. "My heart is in academic 
affairs."
"My experience at Grand Valley has 
been very helpful, and I hope I’ve been 
helpful to the institution."
As a graduate of Central College, 
Dr. Kolenbrander received the Ph.D. 
degree from the University of Iowa in 
1964. He has authored a number of 
publications in the ficid of biochemistry, 
including chapters in two research 
volumes.
Kolcnbrandcr and his family cur­
rently arc residents of jenison.
Harold Kolenbrander
Grand Valley will offer 28  workshops this summer
tty Biii Pitsch
Grand Valley will feature another 
new summer program in an effort to 
make summer classes more profitable 
and enjoyable, reports Vice-President 
Arthur Hills.
GVSC is planning, to offer 28 work­
shops in addition to its traditional sum­
mer five and tcn-wcck courses.
The workshops arc to be five two- 
week sessions and will be worth three 
credits per workshop. There will be 
both morning and afternoon sessions,
to run from 8:30 am to 12:15 pm and 
1 to 4:45 pm. "Print-making," "Film  
Appreciation," "Creative Child-Care," 
"Environment,”  and “ Beyond Sex 
Roles,” arc some of the workshops 
scheduled.
“ It seems like an easy way for stu-
Manitou leaks, going down by stern
By Doug Guthrie
Manitou Hall suffers annually from 
water leaks and falling plaster ceilings, 
the result of a design problem that Grand 
Valley's Director of Planning and Con­
struction, Bob Pansier, says we are stuck 
with.
Manitou Hall has leaked water in 
several places since its construction in 
1968.
At present, the problem is water 
from meiting ice and heavy spring rains 
that collects along the outside ledges on 
the cast and west sides of the bulding. 
This w.«ter seeps through the ceilings of 
the three lecture halls below.
Omega Construction, the builder 
of Manitou Hall, attempted to seal the 
porous cement walls which were al­
lowing water to seep into the lecture 
rooms. Yet, water still finds its way into 
the building.
"The problem is not in construc­
tion but in design," said Pansier, "and 
when we accepted the design we, in a 
sense, accepted the problem."
However, Grand Rapids City Attor­
ney Richard Wendt said that the designer, 
TMP Associates, might be responsible 
for any defects in the design of the build­
ing. "As 2 general ruie, the customer 
relics on the expertise of the designer," 
said Wendt.
Grand Valley was invaded by nearly 
200 high school students last Wednes­
day-Saturday as the third annual Model 
United Nations convened. The Model 
UN was formed to familiarize students -
with international politics.
There were “ more new faces involved 
with the activities than in the past.”  ac­
cording to acting Secretary General and 
Grand Valley student Joe Czarnik, and it 
took a little longer for the students 
to get involved with the rules of parlia­
mentary procedure and organization of 
nadens! positions.
The guest speaker was Reverend 
Henry Jones, who saw the Maoist revolu­
tion "first hand" and believes that Amen-
• _______ * _ — — , alsAItt rti^r a n i  n av r n u a y  n u v  u u w |w w » »  • vw — ----
Chinese people.
“The Chinese people are not a bar­
baric civilization but on the contrary, 
they seem to be one of the most humani­
tarian in the world. They discovered gun­
powder centuries ago and they are the 
only civilization that has learned how to 
control it." said Jones.
Jones believes that because of its 
vast population. China should be given 
a more representative influence in the 
United Nations.
He concluded by saying that the 
youth of today seem to be working to 
improve relations between the peoples 
of the world. "They don’t seem as close- 
minded a* past generations," he added.
Wendt’s office recently bandied the 
similar Grand Rapids Hall of Justice 
water leak problem.
"The ceilings will be patched this 
summer," stated Jim Rotman of the 
Maintenance Department. "Right now,
I don’t think it’s going to fall on any­
body’s head.”
dents to pick up credits and not have to 
attend classes all summer long." Hills 
stated, "and students can pop in and 
out without being tied down to the 
traditional five and ten-week sessions.”
Registration for the first five weeks 
will be June 19-20 and the second five 
weeks registration period ia scheduled 
for Ju ly 24-27.
Hills believes that students might
find that with jobs hard to obtain this 
summer, it may be more profitable to 
pick up additional credits during the 
summer and by so doing graduate in the 
winter or end c  f summer when fewer 
students arc seeking jobs.
Most of the workshops will be 
offered on campus, with the exceptions 
of the CAS School of Business, the 
School of Public Service, and the Scid- 
man Graduate College of Business which 
will hold classes downtown at Davenport.
Model UN teaches politics
Litterbugs asked to stop
By Gary Hoffmaster
Students who litter are consuming the time and money of 
GVSC’s Plant Operations department, according to the depart­
ment superintendent, Jim Rotman.
"Twenty percent of the ground crew’s time is spent picking 
up litter during the spring," Rotman said. In addition, he said 
Plant Operations has hired two students to work part-time col­
lecting papers, cans and trash scattered on the campus.
However, Rotman noted that some students arc using the 40
trash containers located around campus.
Yet. he said "students can do a lot more" to fight campus 
litter. According to Rotman. "students must build an awareness 
of what litter’s blight docs to the attractiveness of Grand Valley." 
He said students will nave to maintain the campus’ beauty if 
following generations are to enjoy it.
F.ric liouvcndick, Student Congress representative, agrees 
with Rotman in that students must "be responsible for them 
selves" and shouldn’t litter.
Houvendick also suggested that Plant Operations hire more 
work-study students to clean up litter.
Robert Romkema. Physical Plant and Auxiliary Operations 
administrator, said his department has studied litterbug fines 
but decided that fines would be "too hard to enforce "  He 
said fines "wouldn’t be effective because campus police lack the 
manpower."
All three people agreed that a campus spring dean-up day
May 1, 1975P a g ^
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/ travelled to find a darky, but I was told that be bad died with 
ptg tails and had given birth to a nigger. I travelled to find the 
ntgger, but they told me that be had JUST died today and they 
painted him black. Now tomorrow, who knows what he will 
be. -
Sardett Manfriend
In case you haven't already guessed, this week I am talking 
niggers. Let me ask you brothers and sisters a few questions.
Before you answer, think about them.
What would you do if a white man came up and called you a 
nigger? What would you do if he just slipped and caiied you a 
nigger? You probably would be angry, ready to fight, wouldn't 
you?
Brothers and Sisters, I have been sitting back listening to 
you jokingly refer to each other as niggers. Nigger this, Nigger 
that.
Campus Boycott begins
By John Rodriguez
On April 19 and 20, the National 
Student Committee for Farmworkers 
held its first East Coast Mobilization for 
the Farmworkers, in Washington, D.C.
College students from the East Coast 
and Michigan attended a scries of work­
shops held in order to establish a stronger 
boycott against “ Gallo Wines."
This has been the third year that the 
United Farmworkers have been boycot­
ting Gallo Wines. Increasing pressure 
from college students across the country 
"has cut deeply into the Company’s 
sales." It is known that Gallo produces 
an estimated 90% of the student-favored 
low alcohol “ pop" wines sold on U.S. 
college campuses. This has been the pri­
mary sight for the key battleground in 
the Farmworkers’ boycott.
Gallo Wineries is one of the largest 
single wine produceers in this country. 
Accounting for one-third of all U.S. 
wines, Gallo produces more than the next 
seven largest American competitors com­
bined. The Gallo corporation produces 
and markets many different types of 
wines under different names. The one 
thing these labels have in common is that 
they are “ made in Modesto, California."
The President of the UFW, Cesar 
Chavez, was the main speaker at the Mo­
bilization Rally held on April 70. He
strongly stated that "the sales of Gallo
wines were dropping down.”  With Cesar 
Chavez were several members of his 
staff, and a large number of college stu­
dents supporting the Gallo Boycott Cam­
paign. He emphasized that "students 
play an important role in bringing the 
struggle to the attention of the American 
public."
The National Student Committee for 
Farmworkers has boycotted several lead­
ing liquor stores in Washington, D.C. and 
has produced some very good results. 
The NSCF has negotiated with the dealers 
to stock Gallo wines 't  the bottom of 
their shelves, and to end the advertise­
ment of these wines. There were reports 
that the warehouses where Gallo wines 
arc stored arc packed with "unshipped or 
undelivered wines from the same com­
pany." This can only mean that the 
Gallo wines arc not selling.
When you shop for wine, say "no" 
to Gallo. By joining the Boycott, this 
would be one kind of election the 
growers and their Teamster allies cannot 
stop. The success of the boycott depends 
upon the consciences of millions of Am­
ericans who, by refusing to buy Gallo 
wines, can force them to accept the 
democratic privileges most of us take for 
granted. The UFW is not telling you to 
stop drinking wine-just Gallo. Help the 
United Farm Workers win their long and
n«mAil --» I  —•!'•••••*•• U( 5IV UT him uuymg wines
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think about them
Seems to be that every black person you come in contact 
with is a nigger. Why? What’s your reason for addressing your 
black brothers and sisters in this manner? Is it because you 
actually think that you and your brothers and sisters are 
niggers.?
You watch TV , you go to the movies, and you hear the 
actors calling the blacks niggers, and if it’s a cool dude starring 
in the flick and he*says nigger in a cool way, you think it ’s 
humorous.
Sure—they put these things on the air and in movies and in 
books. What they are doing is showing you exactly the way you 
act and talk. And you think it’s cool. What you'should do is 
try to get away fro ji it. Because in reality it is not funny at all.
It wouldn’t be so bad if you could keep it among yourselves. 
£<it when you use this term around the white man, he thinks 
it ’s all right if he calls you a nigger. After all, wasn’t it he who 
labeled you nigger? What’s the difference?
Well, I can get arguments like this. “ A nigger can be any­
one." But if you think that is true, you had better go back to 
your dictionary. The white man has even fixed that.
The definition of nigger, according to The American Heri- 
take Dictionary, (found in your campus book store) reads as
follows: Nigger: Vulgar. A Negro or member o f  any dark- 
skinned people. An offensive term used derogatorily.
Look it up.
The worse part of it all is, you use the term without real­
izing it.
Now the think that really turns me off is when I walk into a 
house and I sec a black and white sitting around calling each 
other nigger. That is, the white is using the word exactly the way 
you do, calling you nigger to your face. And you laugh. I have 
seen this happen.
Well my name is Clcophas Culp, Jr. I would appreciate it if 
you called me Brother, or Brother man, or Brother Black. Or you 
can just call me Cleo. Don’t call me nigger.
WEIRDBEARD’S
" It ’s only Natural”
03585 Lake Michigan Drive NW 
on the River
ANNOUNCES 
FREE DELIVERY
7 pm to 11 pm Daily 
677-9525
Open Noon to Midnight Daily
• • 9 Cheese Pizza .do each
.35 each 
.25 each
2. 12" Cheese Pizza $2.50
3. PizzaSub $1.50
4. Cold Sub $1.50
5. 12" Vegetable Pizza $3.50
6. Vegetable Sub $1.50
Apple, Orange or Carrot Juice $1 00/ot 
Pop .30, .55, .75, .95 q *
Minimum 0rder:$2.50 
Extra Items
'“ Hi n SaU„“ 96 Hwn- Beef, Mushrooms,
Onions, Olives, Green Peppers, and Tomatoes
200 Varieties of fruit and milk shakes
House of Flavors Ice Cream
Ecuadorian Imports
Turquoise Jewelry
POOL
. .  . Shaklee ?r
Musicians—Bring your :r.«?r*jrr 
eat free for playing.
We sell crafts for 20% commission
nights and
100% Stone Ground Whole Wheat Sub Buns 
•nd Pizza Crusts!
NEW—Bagel Sandwiches 
Soon to feature Fresh Alaskan Salmon
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132
LakeHuronHall
3pm * 7pm
F ig h tin g  
F o r O u rL iv e s
An incredible saga of a people’s determ ination, struggle and sacrifice.
May 7,1975Grand Valley State Colleges
A Farm Worker Film
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Evolution of Zumberge Pond adds tocam pus beauty
ll.-'V'irrs**/ • •••* " ” "p
Many people who have been at 
(irjmJ Valiev for over a year may remem­
ber Zumberge Pond as a body of murky, 
dirty water
The colleges have recently put ten 
bales of hay in the water to settle floating 
cl tv particles and visqueen, gravel, and 
so -ics around the edge to prevent lisli 
from burrowing into it I he railroad 
tics around the edge of the pond act as 
an anchor for the visqueen
I he steps taken b\ the colleges to 
clean the pond have Yielded results, bur 
Plant Department services supervisor, 
John Scherff, believes that "more should 
be done
"I am alarmed by the fact that 
algae is alrcads forming and it's only 
April," saw! Scherff. Scherff explained 
tfiat algae usually does not form until 
late June or early July.
Scherff suggests that a narrow 
trench about ten inches wide and five 
feet deep be dug around the pond and 
filled with gravel to prevent fertilizer 
runoff. A trencher from the plant 
department could be used for this pur­
pose at no cost to the college.
Scherff presented three alternative 
means for inhibiting the growth of algae. 
They are cold water, copper sulfate, and 
water in motion. According to Scherff 
water in motion can be achieved by a 
water inlet using a small quantity of 
water under high pressure. Such a de­
vice, if aimed correctly, could provide a 
whirlpool effect and keep the water from 
becoming stagnant.
Pond maintenance is Schcrff’s hob­
by and he has been maintaining ponds for 
fifteen years.
WJC instructor Pat (.abine, and her 
Ponds and Streams class would like to 
sec the pond stocked with hybred blue- 
gill. labine feels that fish farming is a 
practical method of providing protein 
and that “ it would be a very nice environ­
mental laboratory.”
To obtain ideal conditions to breed 
Scherff said that plants, such as wild 
irises and lillics, if planted in containers 
in and around the pond, would trap de­
bris as well as add to the beauty of the 
pond.
Another obstacle for a cleaner pond 
is bottom feeding fish; in this case, the 
infamous Zumberge carp. Carp feed 
along the edges of the pond and stir up 
silt. Scherff believes that if the carp are 
driven to a depth lower than six feet, 
the effects of their activities, and the 
activities themselves, would be greatly 
reduced.
fish, Labine proposes that the existing 
fish population be removed and the pond 
cleaned. The pond could be restocked in 
a year.
Scherff agrees with Labine on the de­
sirability of fish farming. “ It would be 
nice to exchange the carp for a more de­
sirable fish,”  said Scherff.
Both Scherff and Labine arc mem­
bers of the advisory committee on cam­
pus ccolog).
Bullfrog Pond editors prepare first issue
TJC News will be found in 
Bullfrog Pond
By Judy Hcllant-Wagncr
Steve Garwood, Martin Kooscd and 
Birch Lccp, three T jC  students, arc or­
ganizing and collaborating to bring about 
a new TJC newspaper called the Bullfrog 
Pond.
“A newspaper with the same name 
used to exist at TJC,” says Garwood, 
“But it was amateurish. We hope to 
make this paper more serious and pro­
fessional.”
Kooscd feels that students arc apa­
thetic because they just don't know 
what's going on at TJC. There is nothing 
now that will get that information out.
“We plan to run features on various 
TJC personalities,” states Kooscd. 
“Other matcnal will include arts and 
poetry, a calendar of events and meet­
ings. and articles on special classes and 
projects being offered at TJC.”
Garwood explains. “The idea of TJC 
is to have open communication, and we
just don’t have that anymore. In the be­
ginning, when wc had only eighty stu­
dents, it was easy to have good communi­
cation, but now people don't know what 
each other arc into. Wc want the Bull­
frog Pond to bring back community 
self-awareness."
“We are not trying to compete 
against the lanthom,” says Garwood. 
“Wc mainly want a paper for and about 
TJC people, although wc are open to arti­
cles from students of the other schools.” 
i Birch Ixcp is acting as manager at 
this time, but he explains that none of 
the staff has titles as yet.
“We arc simply getting together and 
making decisions as a unit," he says.
“Right now wc are looking for 
writers, illustrators and photographers," 
says Kooscd, “Wc can be reached at 
extension 657 or room 123 Lake Huron 
Hall."
The paper will be a bi-monthly publi­
cation, with the first issue coming out 
within the next few weeks.
Visiting artist shows "Litho talents"
Bv Pam Kurt/man
I he- third artist of eight interna­
tionally anil nationally recognized artists 
in the “ Visiting Artists Program”  ap­
peared at GVSC on April 22nd. at the 
Campus Cxntcr.
Dennis McWilliams lectured and 
showed slides of lithographs done on 
both plates and stone. “ To determine 
the best prints, quality-wise one should 
not be able to differentiate whether the 
print was done on stone or plate,”  said 
McWilliams
McWilliams’ work has been shown 
nationally since 1967. and he was a 
graphics teacher at the Oxbow Summer 
School in Saugatuck in 1974. He showed 
a great variety of lithographs, i.e., from 
blacks and whites and color, to a wide 
range of styles. A workshop also
set up for three days.
A preview of the upcoming five 
artists will be Frank Wochowiak. an 
art director who has recicved awards 
for study in the Far Fast. Furope and 
the United States. He will appear Tues­
day. April 29th.
Lee Beck, whose specialty is electro­
forming. will appear Monday, May Sth.
lbs work has been featured in the Gold­
smith exhibit at the Kcnwick Gallery 
of the Smithsonian Institute of Wash­
ington. D.C. Both Peck and Wochowiak 
will hold workshops for two days.
George Wardlaw, a painter from 
the University of Massachusetts whose 
works have recently been exhibited at 
Smith College Museum and Southamp 
ton College, will present his works Tues­
day, May 6th. Workshops wl! be held 
from May 5th to May 9th, featuring 
slides, critiques and lectures.
From May ! 2th, Wednesday, to May 
16th, James Stirritt, head of the Graduate 
School of Sculpture at Washington Uni­
versity in St. Louis, Missouri, will present 
a week-long workshop on building burn­
out kilns and working with aluminum 
casting.
The last lecture features painter- 
sculptor-craftsman larry .Wilcox, Tues­
day, May 20. His exhibits have been 
shown in New York, Indiana, and Massa­
chusetts. A workshop of the actual 
building of an art piece will be presented 
May 19 to 23.
Further information is available at 
the Campus Center Information desk, 
extension 206, for the “Visiting Artists 
Program.”
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Gastronomy today
The Mineo family prepares the perfect pizza
With Boh Cohen and Aych Kalish
It i> no misnomer th.it diet plays an 
important part in the iifr ot a college stu­
dent li is to this notion that we address 
our series of articles.
We believe that a substantial number of 
college students chooses as their main 
staple of off campus cuisine the pizza pic. 
I his representative of the fast food nidus 
irv is the most nutritional, economical 
and ^astronomically pleasing to the dis- 
criminating collegiate palate.
We systematically set out to find the 
most delicious pizza available in the area. 
Our search took us from the bank of 
Lake Michigan to the shores of the Grand 
River, and downtown Grand Rapids. 
While we found some reasonable estab­
lishments in Grand Haven, the stretch be­
tween there and Grand Rapids proper is 
a veritable wasteland as far as quality 
pizza is concerned. The area in the imme­
diate vicinity of the college is not even 
worthy of mention for there is nothing 
worthy of the name pizza to hr found* 
Grand Rapids on the other hand was 
found to host several establishments that 
could lay claim to a fine pic. One, how­
ever, is supreme among them, and it is to 
this establishment we address the remain­
der of this article.
Minco’s Pizzeria, located at 746 Leo­
nard St. in Northwest Grand Rapids is a 
small family operation dedicated to the 
production of the ultimate pizz.a. At
Minco’s one finds no fancy frills or gim­
micks. merely a great pizza. I he Minco 
pi/z.t is large, well packed, anil loaded 
with cheese anil sauce with a firm s u b ­
stantial crust that adds to the flavor 
rather than merely holding the ingre­
dients together. It is a product ot the 
Minco tradition, a tradition firmly cn 
trenched in the sod Ilagleru. Sicily 
I he proprietors came to America from 
Sicily 5 years ago and first settled in Pitts­
burgh where a brother had already begun 
.! thriving p!//.i husmes*. !t liuint t.ikc 
long for Paul and Angela and their son 
and daughter, Sal and Frances, to learn 
the Minco recipe and set up shop of tlicir 
own. I hey brought the Minco recipe with 
them to Grand Rapids, a recipe which 
won the lauded pizza of the year prize in 
a city-wide bake off in Pittsburgh during 
the summer of 1974.
At Minco’s one gets more than pizza, 
one gets history. While dining there one 
evening, we learned of the historical 
origins of the pizza. It seems (according 
to Sal Minco, who claims he’s related to 
the movie star) that some 3 to 400 years 
ago a great depression swept across Sicily. 
Times were bad and there was little to eat 
until one day three ships arrived in the 
harbor of Palermo. The ships were loaded 
with flour, a staple, which was extremely 
scarce that year. The people were over­
joyed and a mass celebration ensued. The 
farmers from the countryside came to 
town and exchanged their tomatoes for
Jfcrfestm \
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Sal rT Frances at work
flour. The shepherds came from the hill 
regions and traded cheese for flour. The 
inhabitants of Palermo, now having an 
abundance of those commodities, decided 
to hold a celebration. From the flour 
they made a thick dough upon which 
they squeezed raw tomatoes. It was 
topped by a layer of fresh cheese, hence 
the first pizza or "sfincionc," as it is 
called in Sicily.
Pizza has come a long way since that 
historic day in Palermo and .Minco’s Pizza 
combines this old world tradition into a 
modern and appetizing meal. Minco’s will
deliver in the Grand Rapids area but for 
those of us in Allendale and beyond, it 
is an adventure in culinary pleasure well 
worth the 13.2 mile drive from campus. 
The next time you’re hungry,sec Minco.
COLLEGE INN
SUBS
are better than ever
DAILY
SPECIALS
EVERY
DAY
Try One Today!
R E S T A U R A N T
"H ntil« w « i of Grand Vallay Stata Collaga, 
off M-46. south on 46th Ava." (in iha woods!
4>H ONE 895432b
what is a Falafii ?
OUR OWN SPEC IA L SANDWICH S E R V E D  ON 
U N LEA V EN ED  BREA D ' S T U FFE D  WITH FRESH  
TOMATO, CRISP LET T U C E , ONION, C H E ES E . AND 
M AYONNAISE. TH EY  A R E D ELIC IO U S  AND A 
R E A L  TA STE T R EA T !
8 Varieties of Falafils
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Jean be aided by anchoring their feet un- 
|dcr a piece of furniture and/or doing 
[them with the knees bent. Bicycling, 
swimming, and jogging are other exer­
cises which will improve your abdominal 
muscle tone.
QUESTION: I ’m not unhappy with
my weight (145 ibs., 5‘ i<i" tall). But ! 
would like to re-distribute some of it be­
cause I am getting a bit of a “ pot-belly.” 
I would like to know if wearing a weight 
belt (8-10 lbs.) for a few hours a day 
would tighten up my stomach muscles. 
I ’ve tried touching my toes 2(H) times a 
day but that didn't work 
ANSWER Your weight is fine for your 
height and I doubt if the problem is one 
of redistribution. In people of normal 
weight, pot-bellies are a result of de­
creased abdominal muscle tone and poor 
posture long periods of time spent 
sitting also make things worse.
Weight belts are not advisable. They 
arc unbalancing, can throw your posture- 
out of alignment and produce back 
trouble. Exercises that can be done in 
in your room include sit ups, which 
strengthen abdominal muscles and push­
ups, which improve posture. Some
QUESTION. My question concerns what 
effect, if any, the pill might have upon a 
woman’s sexual response. I have been 
taking birth control pills for about four 
years continuously. Initially I experi­
enced no problem in enjoying the sex 
act. lately i have had difficulties which 
appear to me to be physical, rather than 
psychological in nature. By difficulties 
I mean that normal vaginal secretions 
seem to be almost non-existent. This of­
ten makes for an extremely tight and 
painful sensation during intercourse. Is 
it possible that the piiis are affecting me 
adversely after taking them for four 
years?
ANSWER: One of the side effects of 
birth control pills can be a decrease in 
vaginal secretions. I have heard other 
women say that this has occurred after 
taking them awhile, although not having 
been present initially. The best way to 
find out what is happening is to visit 
your doctor and change to an alternate- 
form of birth control for a period of 
time to see whether or not the situation
FOGHAT  
with special guest 
L E S L IE  W EST
Wednesday, May 7 
8:00 pm 
GV Dome
Tickets: 
$5.00 advance 
$6.00 at-the-door
remedies itself.
QUESTION: Is it common for women to 
feel a sensation of thirst while approach­
ing orgasm? Although I routinely experi­
enc'd this, I have never seen it discussed. 
ANSWER: Nor have I It seems to me 
you would have to approach orgasms for 
an awfully long time to become thirsty.
On the other hand there are so many 
unique reactions to sexual stimulation, 
involving so many senses, I am not sur­
prised to hear that thirst might be one
of them. Sensations of thirst often ac­
company a dry mouth which can be pro­
duced by mouth breathing, the type of 
breathing usual during intercourse.
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^ar of events
pm
3 pm
4 pm
8:30 pm
THURSDAY. MAY 1
The GVSC baseball team meets Grand Rapids Bible 
College at GVSC.
Film History Series presents "Fntr-Actc and I.c 
Cirand Illusion” in 132 l.akc Huron Hall. Admission 
is free.
The women's softball team takes on MSU here.
Two original one-act plays will be presented at Stage 
3, May 1. 2, and 3. Tickets are $1. More informa­
tion is available by tailing Stage 3. 454-5705.
FR ID A Y . MAY 2
The golf club participates in the Hay City Invitational at Saginaw 
today and tomorrow.
12 noon The track team takes part in the NAIA District 23 
The men's tennis team is part of the Ferris State College Invita­
tional today and tomorrow.
The fifth annual Ottawa-Allcgan Olympics takes place today anil 
tomorrow.
SA TU RD A Y,M A Y 3
The crew team goes to Marietta. Ohio for the Mid American Rowing 
Regatta.
Track and Field Championships at Hillsdale College. 
12 noon Women’s softball team welcomes Eastern Michigan 
University.
1 pm The baseball team goes to St. Joseph’s in Kensselear, 
Indiana.
SUNDAY, MAY 4
3 pm CAS music department is sponsoring a piano recital 
by Julianne Vanden Wyngaard and William Dopp- 
mann in Louis Armstrong Theatre, CFAC.
I he Furniture City Tournament takes place today and tomorrow at 
GVSC.
MONDAY, MAY 5
1 pm The GVSC baseball team plays at Aquinas College.
2 pm The women’s softball team greets Lake Superior
State College.
8 pm The ‘‘Visiting Artist Program”  features lee Peck, 
electroforming. The lecture will take place in Cam­
pus Center Conference Room D.
TU ESD A Y, MAY 6
12 noon to 2 pm ‘‘Experience Unlimited” presents Gazelle Courcy in 
the Campus Center.
1 pm The golf club plays against Saginaw Valley at Ferris 
State College.
3 pm A film from the Arts and Experimental Film Series
is presented in I.ouis Armstrong Theatre, CFAC.
4 pm Women’s softball team plays Calvin College here.
8 pm The "Visiting Artist Program”  features George 
Wardlaw, painter of the University of Massachusetts 
in Conference Room D, Campus Center.
W EDNESDAY, MAY 7
GV’SC’s baseball team piays at Northwood Institute 
in a G LIA C  doubleheader.
The tennis team plays at Grand Rapids JC.
I he film Fighting for Our Lives”  sponsored by the 
Farm Workers will be shown in 132 lake Huron 
Hall. Call ext. 206 for details.
1 pni
2:30 pm 
3 and 7 pm
......................................................A R T  EX H IB ITS ...........................................................
Paintings by Arthur Cadieux. artist-in residence at T jC , is on display 
in the Campus Center Gallery and the CFAC until Thursday, May 15. 
Exhibit hours are 10 am to 5 pm. weekdays, and 2 to 5 pm, Sundays.
LIMITED SUPPLY: 74•YAMAHA IX 759
ONLY
♦ TAX,TITLE.LICEN SE, 
FREIGHT & SET-UP 
7BURJN6 ACCESSORf PACKAGE
m 6 1 6 /4 5 3 - 5 4 6 7  2807 Lake Michigan Dr., N.W. 
Grand Rapids. Michigan 4S5G4
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ing a majority of the workers sign with 
the Teamsters. This is the exact method 
used in 1967 when the workers signed 
with the UFW.
The National Council of Catholic 
Bishops is behind the lettuce and table 
grape boycott, however they never stated 
they were behind the boycott o f  Gallo 
wine as the UFW stated in a UFW hand­
bill from Dorchester, Massachusetts. On 
February 15. 1974, Archbishop of
Omaha Daniel F.. Schechan stated: “ I 
can very definitely state that neither the 
Bishop of the United States nor the (3f- 
ficial Bishops' Committee of the National 
Conference of Catholic Bishops has ever 
called for any type of boycotting of 
.wineries or wine processors.”
I he UFW aiso charges Gaiio wineries
•«u»W *7 *7 _**»m w,"7 •• S.VIU a iC #! . j "
ored free elections. Gallo favors bringing 
the agricultural workers under the Na­
tional Labor Relations Act. which for 35 
years has guaranteed secret-ballot elec­
tions. The UFW. on the other hand, has 
consistently opposed including farm la­
bor under the N .L.R .A .
. Question Who refuses free elec­
tions?
According to California laws, federal 
and state, all farm workers are protected 
from pesticides. Gallo workers' pesticide 
protection goes beyond the requirements 
of any existing law. No union contract 
in the U.S., either UFW or Teamsters, ex­
ceeds Gallo's requirements. There has 
never been a documented case o f illness 
or death due to agricultural chemicals at 
any uatio ranch. Under icfim  of Inc
even before the enactment o f  the law
Some violence has even entered the 
scene. On August 29, 1973, the Modesto 
Hee carried a story stating that 200 UF'W 
members rushed the Gallo vineyard at 
Livingston. One Gallo worker was hit 
over the head with a baseball bat (I guess 
his head resembled a baseball) and suf­
fered a fractured skull which hospitalized 
him for three weeks. Police blotters 
also show hundreds of cases of beatings 
and stabbings of people who ignored the 
boycott lines set up by the UFW and its 
supporters. (Where will this happen next, 
GVSC???. . . .No? . . Don't bet on it'!)
So the question arises. '' ' oycot- 
ting Gallo wines really hup the farm­
workers? ! must, in si! honesty say. .
Grand Valley student ferry Slagh o f­
fers some information and opinions on 
the UFW-Gallo conflict.
In your last issue of the lamthorn 
you urged everybody to support the UFW 
and its boycott of Gallo wine. Your arti­
cles greatly interested me so I decided to 
do a little research on the subject. Here 
are some FACTS I discovered about your 
‘‘divine UFW." These arc the charges 
against Gaiio wineries made by UFW sup­
porters, pamphlets, and brochures, which 
Ire followed by some of the facts I dis­
covered in my study.
The UFW says that they represent 
the Gallo farmworkers. This was the case 
until their contract with the farmworkers 
expired on April 18, 1973. At this point 
the Teamsters began their organization 
efforts Gallo officials remained neutral 
to both unions. On June 25th, after 12 
fruitless negotiating sessions, the winery 
received a letter from the Teamsters 
claiming they represented the workers. 
The workers chose the Teamsters by hav-
Camput View Apartments 
interviewing for powibie building supervit 
utions for next year.-
Prime requirements are: Married Coup*
Senior life saving certificate 
R acorn mandat i 
Experienc
If intar an  ed call Mr. Gardner at 896-6671
or 949-67771
’ write: Campus View Apertn
Allendale. Michigan 46401|
hour. They go on to say one worker, Is­
mael Gonzalez, was paid only $1.10 for 
a work week. They fail to show, how­
ever, that Mr. Gonzalez worked only 3 
days that week and that his gross pay was 
$75.62, which represents $2.80 per hour. 
The Gallo farmworkers' contract with the 
Teamsters, signed July 10. 1973, made 
them the highest paid farmworkers in the 
continental US. Gallo farmworkers are 
paid a minimum of $2.80 per hour, and 
range up to $3.75 per hour. During har­
vest some even earned $9 per hour. Plus 
fringe benefits: paid pension plan, paid 
vacation, paid holidays, premium paid 
overtime, paid health insurance, paid life 
insurance, and paid unemployment insur­
ance. Gallo permanent farmworkers aver­
aged $7,785 annually. Seasonal workers 
averaged $278 per week.
The power to choose has been one of 
the many ideals our forefathers thought 
was necessary to govern our country fair­
ly and for the people of the United 
States. This right to vote has been denied 
to Gallo farmworkers said the UFW Boy­
cott Committee, but Gallo has always fav-
Applications are now being 
accepted for the positions of 
WGVS/WSRX-FM business manager 
and general manager for the 1975- 
76 school year. Experience pre­
ferred. Resume required. Applica­
tions available at the station in the 
Campus Center. Deadline is Friday,
per UFW contract, three farmworkers and NO. The farmworkers belong to the
three company representatives would 
control all health and safety practices, in­
cluding pesticides. Gallo officials, how­
ever, regulate pesticides and their use 
through certified professionals.
Hiring halls have also become a topic 
of controversy between the two unions. 
The UFW states, in a brochure from 
Takoma Pk., Maryland, that the Gallo 
farmworkers want hiring halls. The farm­
workers, however, stated that this is one 
of the main reasons they rejected the 
UFW. They complained that UFW offi­
cials practiced favoritism-, they required 
families to pay 3 months dues in advance 
before going to their job, and split fami­
lies by assigning them to different 
ranches. (Sounds like a practice of slave­
ry, doesn't it?)
UF'W, Philadelphia, Pa.: "Gallo has
no field toilets. Gallo docs not provide 
pure drinking water." California law, 
however, requires these facilities, and the 
workers arc working in California, are 
they not? Gallo wineries provided them
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union of their choice. Furthermore, the 
Gallo company cannot legally (or moral­
ly) break binding contracts ratified by 
their employees. This boycotting of 
Gallo wine can only hurt the workers, f 
suggest if the UFW has a difference of 
opinion with the way the Teamsters re­
present the workers that they talk with 
them, it might get something solved a lit­
tle quicker.
It seems odd, though, that if the 
UI-'W really wanted to stop Gallo wine 
from being purchased who don't the em­
ployees in the Distillery, Rectifying, Wine 
& Allied Workers International Union, 
Giass Bottle Blowers Assn., and the Mold- 
Makers Union (All AFL-CIO or UFW 
members) stop working. In my opinion, 
it is because the UFW does not have a 
legal argument or case, and I applaud 
Food-N-Stuf s choice to sell Gallo tdine.
Gallo is even charged with deceptive 
advertising. Proprietary names, however, 
have been a long standing practice in the 
wine industry and arc not illegal. Alma- 
den wines (member of UFW) also use 
n rn n r ir fa rv  names. I j  Doniuinc Cham­
pagne is such an example. I suggest the 
students of GVSC look at both sides and 
decide themselves, not by some propagan­
da set up by the UFW. For more inform­
ation write: Facts, P.O. Box 1130. Mo­
desto, Ca. 95353, and also to your Sena­
tor to pass and support Senator John 
Tunncy’s bill S3049 which will give 
American farmworkers the right to vote 
and select the union of their choice.
Thank you.
Jerry Slagh
Entertammerit
N ig h tly
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Ohio relays toughen Trackmen for upcoming District 23 championship
By Dan Bisclioff
Grand Valley ranked in the upper 
echelon of competition at the Ohio State 
relays. ‘‘Ohio is the strongest, most diffi­
cult event of the year.”  said Coach 
(.'linger. Evidently so. for the relays drew 
32 colleges and universities involving up 
to 1,200 athletes from across the nation.
(■rand Valley placed emphasis on the 
depth ard scope of the event. ‘‘We feel 
we should compete in such extensive 
events as these,”  noted Clingcr. “ The 
team has many members anticipating to 
further their track abilities at the national 
level.
Freshman Larry Harris set a new rec­
ord m the opep 1/2 mile churning out 
1 57.2. Fellow freshman John Wilson 
followed Harris' flying shoestrings with
an impressive 159.1. Harris joined Dave 
Hartley, Dave Stebbens, and John Wilson 
in the two mile relay. Each clocked at 
under I 59, as Hal Byram followed with 
2 :01 .
In the one mile relay Lowell Kirkse. 
John Wilson, Art Culver, and Bob 
Eubanks cranked out a 3:31 'flat.* 
Dave Stebbins somewhat deflated his 
personal best of 4:17.5 with 4:28 in the 
open mile. Laker Lowell Kirkse anchored 
the team in the open 1/4 mile with his 
best of the season at 52 seconds.
Sophomore Bob Eubanks won his 
heat and qualified for the semi-finals in 
the 100 yard dash sprinting the distance
in 9.7 seconds.
The t e a m  has suffered numerous 
initial setbacks, and the two most handi­
capping the trackstcrs arc a considerable 
drop in membership carry-over from in­
door track and lack of proper outdoor 
facilities.
Summarizing the initial drops in 
‘personal bests,’ Coach (dinger stated. 
"Bail weather and lack of outdoor facility 
have hampered our times. That's why we 
arc down from our indoor perfor­
mances.”
This weekend the Lakers will be
competing in the NAIA District 23 meet 
at Hillsdale. Clmger expects Ferris and
Wayne State to be the toughest conten­
ders of the meet.
Lakors challenge rival Spartans 
for college world series
$
El
sports
WITH MARGARET O'DWYER
Coach Jim Hogue has a unique crew, so to speak.
Hogue heads the GVSC women's rowing team, one of only 
two such organizations in Michigan. Grand Valley shares the 
honor with Michigan State University.
Meeting informally for the past three years, and Folding a 
rowing exhibition with the men's freshmen squad last spring, the 
oarswomen actually began competition last fall, under Hogue's 
direction. In their inaugural season, the squad defeated Michi­
gan State, beat Purdue's junior varsity, and placed 4th from (> 
crews in a Ondain regatta at the University of Western Ontario 
of London, Ontario.
Coxswain Kathy Gardner, stroke Teresa Smith, bow Cathy 
• Cline, and number 2-7 rowers Kathy Dejong, Rovann Hassingcr, 
Barb Sharp. Kathc VanDykc, Linda Smith, and Beth Sharp com­
prise the gutsy I.akcr team. Rickie VanDykc may also see action 
at the number 4 oar.
During the past three weeks, the squad has met for 6 am 
practices on the Grand River, to prepare for spring crews and 
also to condition for it's bulkier fall schedule.
"This is really a dedicated bunch,” says Hogue of the team.
Both the women and men’s team will participate in the 3rd 
Mid America Collegiate Rowing Association (M ACKA) regatta 
at Marietta, Ohio, this Saturday. Opponents include Marietta 
College, Mcrcyhurst College of Erie, Pennsylvania, and Michi­
gan State, Notre Dame, and Purdue Universities. It is a first for 
the women rowers, who will also host Michigan State May 10.
By Margaret O’Dwycr
Four double-headers remain on the 
softball team’s slate prior to the first 
state tournament coming up May 9-11 at 
the Grand Rapids Christian Reformed 
Recreation Center. The twin bills arc 
scheduled with Michigan State, Lake 
Superior, Ferris, and Calvin.
Led by ace pitcher Gloria Bccksford, 
the Spartans invade Grand Valley this 
afternoon at 4 pm. In an earlier season 
contest with the Inkers, Bccksford not 
only hurled a J2-0 shutout, but hit a pair 
of singles and a triple in four trips to the 
piate. Michigan State, coached by Margo 
Snively, backs up Bccksford with superb 
hitting and fielding.
The lakers have extra incentive for 
wanting a win from the arch rival Green 
and White, for it is the Spartans whom 
Grand Valley must beat out for first place 
in the state tournament, in order to quali­
fy for a trip to the college world series
in Omaha, Nebraska later this month. 
Grand Valley’s hitting has vastly im­
proved since their contest with MSU, 
thus, this afternoon's games promise to 
be exciting.
Coach Joan Boand is pleased with 
the team’s progress: “ We’re committing 
fewer errors,”  she says, “ Ard our fresh­
men arc looking impressive.”
Boand has reason to be pleased. Last 
week, the Lakers picked up a pair of wins 
from Wayne State, 6-5 and 11-4, then 
whipped Ferris, 12-2 and 16-1. In the 
four games, GV batswomcn cracked 40 
hits. Pitcher Pat Baker holds a 4-0 
record, while Margo Jcnker is 2-2. Tbe 
team is 6-2 overall.
The Lakers meet I jk e  Superior here 
next Monday at 2 pm, then host Calvin 
on Tuesday at 4 pm. A double-header 
against Ferris, rained out last Monday, 
will be held tomorrow, with the time 
to be announced.
Interested in Legal or Pars Legal Professions? Come to 
the CAREER-EVEN IN G, sponsored by the Counseling 
and Student Development Center, 152 Commons.
When: Tuesday. May 6, 1975 7:00-9:00 pm
Where: Campus Center, Conference Rooms D-E-F
Guest Speakers include:
Richard Meana-sttorney, acting director of School 
of Public Service
Vernon Saper-attomey-Warner, Norcross and Judd 
Noble Lee-attorney Foremost Insurance 
Andrew Metcalr-Para-Legal Aid*for Robert Libner, 
attorney
An hour of presentstion—including job availability and 
future trends will be followed by a question and answer 
session.
Call ext. 266 for more information.
s x f f N  CASH  
W E E K L Y
BLOOD PLASMA 
DONORS NIBDID
o o o $5.00 p ild
far isrulfifj
OVSICIIO I I  ITTEOBORCEl
| MOORS* Mon.,Thurs. 7*30 am* 7pm
Twos, til 3 pm
Frl. til 2*30pm
Blood Plasma Components, lnc.\
1235 t l ^ S l r s s l  S.W.
5 3 3 -4 2 9 0
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'Spring football' game to be played here Saturday
Grand Valley State College*’ annual 
spring intrasquad football game will be 
played Saturday, May 3, at 9:30 am on 
the GVSC football field, head coach Jim 
llarkcma has announced. The game was 
originally scheduled for May 7 at (.rand 
Rapuls’ Houseman field.
The format of the game has also been 
changed from a full, game condition bat­
tle. into an offense vs. defense format 
with special rules to allow- the defensive 
squad to score points by stopping the 
offense.
The changes, according to liarkcma, 
reflect both a lack of numbers on the 
spring roster, and a change in goals for 
this year’s spring drills Injuries last 
season left the Inkers thin at several 
positions, and wiih a dozen of last year's 
players either recuperating from injuries 
or competing in spring sports, llarkcma
felt that the 60-man spring roster was 
short of manpower to form complete
offense, defense and specialty squads 
for two separate teams
"We also changed our goals for this 
sptmg," llarkcma comments. "We have 
a veteran team, so wc have been working 
mainly . to improve consistency and 
individual skills, where last scar during 
spring practice we tried to develop as a 
team. The offense-defense format will 
make it easier for the players to do the 
things we’ve worked on."
llarkcma has 31 lettermen on the 
roster for the spring game, which will 
mark the end of three weeks of drills 
for the Inkers Among veterans taking 
part in the game will be four former all 
Great I-ikes Conference players. Tackle
iaan Karpowic/ <>( (.rand Rapids, corner 
back Larry Reed of Detroit ami defen­
sive end Dennis Dermver of lecumseh 
won all-conference honors last fall, 
while defensive halfback Alvin Ward of
Detroit won the same h o n o r  ir. 1973 
The coaches will also be looking 
closely at a promising group of ,rw 
comers including transfers Steve Kr.ui. 
from Zeeland High School and (.rand 
Rapids Junior College, guard Steve 
Jasqiec, an all-American from Wright 
Junior College in Chicago, and Dan Her 
cha, a quarterback from Macomb Com­
munity College. Also taking part in 
spring games are several promising fresh­
men who didn't compete in the tall 
for the Lakers They include Michael 
Joe and Patrick Moore, both December 
high school graduates, and Mark Galla­
gher. Dave Bcdsun and Brian Nickerson, 
all of whom sat out a season of football. 
No admission will be charged ai the ultra- 
squad game, which is likely to be the 
last game in Grand Valley’s temporary 
stadium setup I he College has approves! 
construction of permanent seating, a run 
nmg track, an improved pressbox and 
scoring facilities for this fall.
Albion and Ferris barrage overcomes inexperienced Laker Racquetteers
By Brad l-igg
The Valley racket team fell victim to 
its own inexperience last week, losing 
close 5-4 meets to both Albion and Ferris 
State colleges.
These setbacks dropped the l-akcr 
netters to 0-5 on the season, and 0-2 in 
the Great laikes conference.
At Big Rapids, Grand Valley divided 
in six singles matches and lost two out of
three in doubles play.
Barry Me Key scored the first meet 
point for the Inkers, by beating Bulldog 
Bill Johnson 6-2, 2-6, and 6-4 in the num­
ber one singles match. Also winning in 
singles action, Steve Norton bested his 
opponent in three sets, while Mark Hop­
kins won in two sets by 6-3 scores.
In the key singles match, Iaikcr Scott 
Raskicwicz lost out, 7-5 and 6-4, to the 
Bulldog’s number two player. The other
8-T rackTapes
were 2.98
Now $1.50
while supply lasts
two I-ikcr match defeats m singles comp­
etition were logged against Jim llcndnx- 
son and Matt Adams.
In the only GV doubles victory, the 
teams of McKcy & Raskicwicz and Nor 
ton ik Hcndrixson fell by the wayside, 
ensuring the l-ikcrs’ narrow 5-4 defeat.
Facing defeat optimistically, assistant 
coach Gary Adams expressed confidence 
in the youthful laikcr squad. "They’re 
improving slowly. They're young, and
they need confidence "
lie said that the team is planning 
ahead, in terms of the next two or three
years, to 
program.
a greatly-improved tennis
CiV netters again tangle rackets with 
the Bulldogs this weekend at tlie- Terris 
Invitational.
SLOANE LEADS GOLFERS
By Randy Herrcma
Although Grand Valley's Mark 
Sloanc led all scorers with a 77 in las: 
Monday’s match against Wayne State 
University ami Saginaw Valley Golicgc, 
the Laker golfers arc still awaiting their 
first victory of the season.
"After a slow start, the team is 
picking up momentum,’’ said coach Boh 
Tunncll. " The boys arc playing smarter 
gulf than they were playing earlier in the 
year."
Monday's strong winds and rains had 
adverse affects on all golfers except
Grand Valley’s Sloanc. who fired an even 
par 36 on the front nine.
Wayne State won the contest with a 
total of 327 strokes. Grand Valley fin­
ished, 3 36. one stroke behind Saginaw 
Valley. 3 35, one of the strongest teams in 
the league Other Grand Valley scorers 
were Scott Gleason, 84; Terry Conklin. 
87, Larry Rood, 88
In earlier matches, lerris State Col­
lege out swung the Lakers April 23 at 
Grand Valley's home course in Grand 
Haven, and Central Michigan won the 
annual Alma Invitational on April 
25. (irand Valles finished in the base 
ment under a dozen area colleges
WLAV FM and Aquinas College
presents
Linda Ronstadt
Saturday, May 10 
at the Aquinas College Fieldhouse 
8 pm
Tickets—$5.00 Advance 
--$5.50 At the door
Tickets are available at:
GVSC Bookstore, Aquinas College Bookstore 
Believe in Music, Flaming Rat 
All Records Unlimited Locations 
Record Land, One Plus One Tape Shack
IK .Kc  12
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Hunter-Ronson concert was punk-rockers' defight
.V
Bv Joe Koopmans
( ,r.nnl Valley's latest concert got 
Better .mil tietter as the night progressed 
It was another good night of loud rock 
and roll.
I he llunter/Konson concert nearly, 
but not cjuite fully, filled the great ' phy­
sical fitness building," as it was mistaken­
ly called by back-up band Bonaroo, who 
was trying to buddy up to the impatient 
audience
It was a traditional punk rock con­
cert blues were the predominant dress 
The glitter rockers were not out in force. 
The ever present frisbccs claimed their
FOR SALE
Yamaha Classical Guitar, Hard Shall Caaa
Call Evening* at 456-9480
Nathan Brunholl 
540 Fountain Straat 
Grand Rapid*. Michigan 49503 
$120 or ba»t ollar.
usual victims and two frisbccs had
smokebombs attached. (J Wbft f  are tbr 
ushers when you lift'd lbeut'  A hi thr 
first two rows The majority of the 
crowd happily enjoyed the rock, which 
got much better as the night progressed.
Most people arrived around 7 30 and 
left at 12:45. l ive hours of sitting 
brought 2Vi total solid hours of rock anti 
roll. The rest of the time was taken up 
by the maddening stage changes and 
set up.
Warm-up band Bonaroo did their 
job they filled time before the stars
STEREO FOR SALE 
8 Track playar-recorder, AM/FM radio with 
j photo input and tpaakert.
Call Dave at 398-2782
Campus View  
Summer Rates
JUNE 21-A U G U ST 30
Studio $325
1 BR w1 $400
1 BR w2 $210
2 BR w2 $340
2 BR w3 $230
2 BR w4 $180
•
$50 Deposit
Swim and Sun
at the Pool
Live and Study in 
Air-Conditioned 
Comfort
Campus View Apartments 
Alio idale, Michigan 49401
C A LL
895-6678 or 949-6777
raptc on. Being in a back-up group is a 
mixed blessing you can plug your album 
and get some exposure, but you can t 
waste too much time.
Bob Seeger brought his Detroit 
boogie music and some blues to the 
stage. Sccgcr looked healthy and ready 
for touring. Me led an energetic 45- 
minutc set which featured his most pnpu 
lar songs. "Hamblin’ Gamblin' Man." 
am) encore tune, "Heavy Music, lie was 
ready to do some good singing, and he 
(Jid an excellent job.
Ian Hunter and Mick Honson fin­
ished the night. bach contributed his 
respective share of Mott the llooplc and 
The Spiders from Mars, and there were 
some excellent group efforts. I he first 
part of the solid hour and a half set 
featured group music and Mick Honson s 
lead guitar work. "Slaughter on IOth 
Avenue" had some excellent improvisa- 
tional lead guitar work. Cooperative 
efforts included "Holl Away the Stone." 
and "Bo y ." "Boy" carried the Ian Hun­
ter ballad touch, such as charted the rise 
and (all ol Mott the Huimlc. uf whidi he
was the lead singer
It was Hunter who gave the show its 
charisma. Honson peeled off guitar 
work that was more "elaborate control 
than "genuine playing skill." When his 
equipment was working right, he was 
prone to repetitious, drawn-out chord 
work. I prefer a guitarist who can move 
better on the strings rather than on the 
fuzz controls. Mick used the slide quite 
well, anil was quite changeable in his 
musical styles
It was Ian Hunter's old Mott the 
llooplc tunes that brought ihc crowd to 
itc collective fret The classic llooplc 
songs “ Golden Age of Hock and Holl. 
"A ll the Way from Memphis," and "A ll 
the Young Dudes," at the end of the 
concert revitalized the audience. Some 
of the equipment onstage had "Mott" 
stenciled on, and it was the llooplc in 
fluence that the crowd really wanted and 
appreciated It could have been nicely 
balanced with Ronson/Bowie's "Kiscand 
ball of Ziggy Stardust " Alas.
Coming soon: boghat.
a to th« trail with boots like 
world famous Pivatta hiking boots 
and "m ace for American feet" 
^  Vasqua boots in light to heavy
weights from $32.00 to $65.00. 
TH E SPO R TH A U S H AS IT !
" G R E T C H E N  II"
V A SQ U E / P IV E T T A K A S T IN G E R
BILL& PAUL'S
portljaus
EASTBROOK MALL
Hilltop
Gardens
Wa have beautiful Hydrangea* 
for Mother'* Day
A (election of Geranium, bedding plants, 
and vegetable plant* 
for summer needs
r  m
And hanging b(diets 
for who lassie or retail
Hilltop Gardens 
1193 74th Avenue 
AMendaie, Michigan 
1 mile north of IM S  on 74th 
Hems: •  am to S pm
G R A N D  V A L L E Y
RileShopV  on.68*n Avenue and M-45
ALLENDALE, MICHIGAN 49401
Your complete shopping center 
in Allendale
S H O P -R IT E  and SAVE on all 
your party needs
This week's special 
COCA CO LA 8 PACK $1.39
